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ABSTRACT
Increasing the accuracy of time-frequency detection in engineering is always the goal that scientists are striving to achieve, because
it is widely applied in the fields of Radar, Sonar, the exploration of
earthquake epicenter etc. The current high-resolution time-frequency
methods are mostly based on the structure of time-frequency distribution function of Cohen Family. Time frequency distribution function
can trace the instantaneous frequency of nonstationary signal. This
paper combines the process principle of multi-aperture Radar and
Array signal and applies time-frequency distribution function in DOA
of active sensor devices. By decoding of physical characteristics from
the changes of frequency, which can be done by using the active
devices to detect the response signal of the target and the analyzing the
nonstationary changes of frequency caused by the delays of time and
phase, the related positions and contained angle of target and reference can be found and practically applied to the target DOA of aircraft
and vehicle engineering. By doing that, the troublesome multidimensions Fourier projection calculations, eigen factoring and Spectrum scan can be avoided and reduces the huge amount of active
dynamic sensor devices required for vehicles, but not all of the
distribution functions can be used to analyze the multi-objects. For
example, Wigner distribution function is one of the case, because it
contains the high cross-terms and is easily to be interfered by noise.
In this paper, the application of a new time-frequency distribution
function MACK (Modified Adaptive Cone Kernel) is proposed. The
application general form is derived and proved, also the signals of
time-varying spectrum are decoded. MACK can eliminate all of the
cross-terms and the time-frequency analysis ability is high and uniform.
The simulation results showed that the MACK function is very
realistic and useful on aircraft navigation and vessel location.

INTRODUCTION
In the application of land, air and sea vehicle use,
it is always need to locate and detect the related location
of environment. The previous DOA such as MUSIC
(MUltiple SIgnal Classification) [1] and ESPRIT
(Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational InvariPaper Received Aug. 1, 2001. Author for Correspondence: Shun-Hsyung Chang.
*Department of Electrical Engineering, National Taiwan Ocean University,
Keelung, Taiwan, R.O.C.

ance Techniques) [2] needs at least three or more sensor
to make it work properly, and uses the method of
increasing the number of sensor to increase the
resolution. Under the limitation of vehicles, only few
sensor are allowed in a vehicle, in order to increase the
resolution of DOA, a vehicle with good mobility is
used. Utilize the generation of displacement to generate
the matrix like effect. Measure the changes of frequency and estimate the direction and distance in order
to avoid a huge amount of eigen factoring calculation
and frequency spectrum scan of MUSIC and ESPRIT.
Both of these will influence the real time application of
Radar system. During the process of estimating the
instantaneous frequency by using Time-Frequency Distribution Function (TFD) [3, 4], it is discovered that it
is not only fast and accurate but also there are some
relative relationships between the incident angle and
distance of signal source, because there exist crossterms in Time-Frequency Distribution Function. MACK
(Modified Adaptive Cone Kernel) TFD [5] proposed in
this paper uses the method of increasing the operations
of kernel resolution to reduce the amount of sensor in
order to achieve the fast DOA of short and long distance
[6, 7].
TIME-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION (TFD)
TFD function is a powerful tool of analyzing the
time-varying signals. It can point out the tiny change of
frequency at certain time. The basic form of timefrequency function is Wigner Time-Frequency Distribution Function

WD(t, ω) =

∞
–∞

s (t + τ / 2) s * (t – τ / 2) e – j ωτ d τ

(1)

which is the auto-correlation function of Fourier
Transform. It has high resolution but contain the crossterms. Thus, it is only suitable for analyzing the single
signal source, but not proper to estimate the multiple
target. Cohen proposed kernel function φ( θ, τ) [3], and
it solves the cross term problem and increases the
resolution. The TFD of Cohen family is defined as
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e – j θt – j τω + j θu φ(θ , τ )

C(t, ω, φ) = 1
4π

s (u + τ / 2) s (u – τ / 2) dud τ d θ
*

y(t) = s(t) e
(2)

MACK TFD proposed in this paper is defined [5]
as

e – j ωt

W(t, ω) =

t +a τ
t –a τ

e

–

(µ – t) 2τ 2
ρ2

s * (µ – τ ) s (µ + τ ) dud τ
2
2

φ(θ , τ ) =

a τ
–a τ

e

–

(u – t) 2τ 2
+ j θ (u – t)
ρ2
d(u

–

– k 2τ 2
+ j θk
ρ2
dk

a τ

=

–a τ

e

(3)

– t)

(4)

The idea of MACK TFD is to find out kernel
function and do cone region Fourier transform in (t, τ)
plane, because the operations in (t, τ) plane can simplify
tree-integration and the operations of kernel function
can suppress cross-terms and enhance the resolution.
Taking regional Fourier transform makes it not divergence and the changes of cone slope has good filter
effect [8, 9, 10].
In the above equation, φ ( θ , τ ) is called kernel
function, and s(u) is time signal. Wigner kernel distribution function is [3]

φ(θ, τ) = 1

(5)

And exponential kernel function is [8]

φ(θ , τ ) = exp

2 2
– θ ρτ

(6)

(X 1 – x) 2 + (Y 1 + υt – y) 2
)
c

(8)

Assume the emission frequency of active sensor is
ωs which has several signal source equations, and y(t) is
the signal received by the sensor and s(t) is the amplitude response of the object after reflection, thus y(t) can
be rewritten as

y(t) =

Σ

s (t) e

j ω s(t –

2

(X 1 – x) 2 + (Y 1 + υt – y) 2
)
c

(9)

(x, y)

Obviously, in (9) the phase angle of each term is φ,
d φx, y(t)
then the instantaneous frequency for each term is
.
dt
In order to simplify the analyzing, we let the coordinates
of (X 1, Y 1) be (0, 0), so the time-frequency representation W( ω , t) can be expressed by

y(t) =

Σ

s (t) e

j ω s(t –

2 x 2 + (υt – y) 2
)
c

(x, y)

W(ω, t) =

Σ s(t) δ(ω – ωs(1 –
(x, y)

(10)

2υ(υt – y)
c x 2 + (υt – y)2

))

+ cross–terms+ noise

(11)

The using of high resolution adaptable cone improved kernel function can eliminate unnecessary crossterms and get a high resolution time-frequency distribution function. The characteristic equation is derived as
follow,

ω = ωs(1 –

2υ(υt – y)
c x 2 + (υt – y)2

)

(12)

sin θ (t) =

(υt – y)
x + (υt – y)2
2

(13)

And the instantaneous frequency received is

Assuming it uses a dynamic omni-directional sensor to detect a object with coordinates (x, y), and sensor
moves along Y 1 axis with V velocity. Assume wave
speed is c which is very fast and the emit signal is S(t).
The characteristic equation is as following [6, 11, 12,
13]

2 (X 1 – x)2 + (Y 1 – y)2
c

2

In Fig. 1 sin θ (t) can be expressed as

BEARING AND DISTANCE ESTIMATION

S(t –

j ω s(t –

f = f s(1 –

2υ sinθ (t)
)
c

(7)

Because wave speed is very fast, if sensor emits
omni-directional signals with frequency ω s , there
generates the delays of signal time and phase. The
distance between sensor and detected object is

(X 1 – x)2 + (Y 1 – y)2 , and if it is divided by wave speed
c, then the results are the delays of time and phase. The
output signal can be represented as following

Fig. 1. The coordinate of a dynamic omni-directional sensor.

(14)
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R = df
dθ

In above equations, f s is Radiate Frequency (RF),
thus the contain angle of sensor device and estimated
object can be derived.

θ = sin

–1

[ c (1 – f )]
2υ
fs

=

(15)

How to estimate the distance of object? It can be
done by estimating the characteristic equation from
moveable bearing (refer to (17) and (13)). Differentiate
frequency and the slope of each signal can be find out
from the time-frequency relation diagram. Then, according to the slope λ (refer to (16)), the mobile DOA
distance equation can be found out. If slope is zero, then
signal is far away from the sensor. The more the slope
is, the closer the object and observer are. Instant range
can be represented as follows,

λ = df
dt

(16)

υ 2(– cos θ )
π cλ
2

Range =

(17)
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Fig. 2. When c = 2υ, the relative relation of frequency f and angle θ.

(20)

Suppose there are two estimate signal sources, A
(10,10) and B(10000, 10000), moving at speed υ for
time t (refer to Fig. 4). Define the reference coordinates
sensor moves along y axis and the emission frequency of
m (refer
active sensor is 200Hz with wave velocity 331 sec
to Fig. 4). Signal is sampled by 322 points. Fig. 5 is the
diagram of signals received by sensor in time domain.
After evaluating the Fast Fourier Transform of received
signal, we can get diagram of signal spectrum (refer to
Fig. 6). In Fig. 6, there is a pair of nonstationary signal
with central frequency 200Hz, which has spectrums
with two separate peak values. The one with bigger
peak value means there is a stationary signal around 100
Hz, but the signal can not be recognized because there
is no time scale. The signal got from Wigner timefrequency distribution transform does have very high
resolution, but the cross-terms will influence the recognizing of frequency(refer to Fig. 7). Sometimes the
energy of cross-terms is higher than the one of autoterms, but if use the exponential time frequency distribution function (refer to Fig. 8) proposed by Choi and
Williams, it can be found that almost all cross-terms are
suppressed. If we check its resolutions, we can find that
2

1

(19)

COMPUTER SIMULATION

2

1.2

2υf scosθ
c

The resolution R of angle detection is shown in
Fig. 3.

Resolution

Frequency

Find out the distance of object and the relative
angle θ . If there exist a time-frequency relationship
(refer to (15)), then the relative relation of frequency
and angle can be found out. Apply time-frequency
method to DOA of mobile active sensor and define
resolution R (refer to (18)). The faster the moving speed
υ of the sensor and the frequency of the active sensor
are, the better the resolution is. If the target and detected angle increase, then the resolution becomes less
sensitive. Thus, it is discovered that the resolution of
angle detection on each direction is non-uniform, and
shows non-linear changes.

(18)

= 2υcosθ
λs

The relationship between f and θ is shown in Fig.
2.
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Fig. 3. When fs = 1, c = 2υ, the resolution R of angle detection.
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Fig. 6. Signal received by sensor in frequency domain.
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Fig. 7. Using the Wigner time-frequency distribution transform to analyze
signal sources.
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Fig. 5. Signal received by sensor in time domain.

the resolution is becoming worse when the signal is
nonstationary. If there is a nearby signal, then the
contour diverges and it is unanalyzable. Using MACK
time-frequency distribution proposed by us (refer to
Fig. 9), nearly all of the cross-terms are eliminated and
the time-frequency analysis ability is high and uniform.
The correct result can be derived through transforming
the received frequency to the relationship of angle and
distance (refer to Fig. 4).

CONCLUSION
From above method of applying time-frequency
distribution function to DOA, it is understood that the
time-frequency distribution function applying on the
long range DOA is a stationary signal in time-frequency
diagram, and is a nonstationary signal on short range
DOA. Nonstationary signal can not recover signal only
through simple Fast Fourier Transform. From the time
scale, frequency scale and the changes of time and
frequency in two dimension time-frequency diagram, it
is easy to detect the important information implied in
instantaneous frequency. The using of mobile active
DOA, if the location and instantaneous speed can be
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Fig. 8. Using the exponential time-frequency distribution transform to
analyze signal sources.

Fig. 9. Using the MACK time-frequency distribution transform to analyze
signal sources.

determined, make it easy to find out the direction and
distance of the estimating object. The advantage of this
kind of mobile sensor is that we only need to enhance
the eliminating cross-terms ability of kernel function,
then we can get a high resolution information. It is not
necessary to use many expensive sensors and spend a lot
of calculation time on eigen factoring by using traditional method. The application of time-frequency distribution function on aircraft navigation and vessel
location is very realistic and useful.
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